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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION FOR 
CPR TRANING MANIKIN WITH FEEDBACK 

The manikin should be realistic in appearance with modeled hair adult half body torso. 
The manikin should have a soft nose which can be occluded using the nose pinch technique. 
The manikin should be able to facilitate a head tilt/chin lift technigue to open the airway and have an articulating jaw to facilitate a modified jaw thrust maneuver. 
The manikin should have visible chest raise and wireless feedback during ventilation. 
The manikin should have a disposable lower airway with an integral one-way valve. 

The manikin should have a compression clicker which provides audible feedback. 
Feedback 

The BLS Torso should be able to connect with wireless tablets, smart phones and/or LCD wired feedback providing 
both student and instructor feedback. 

Wireless lnstructor Feedback 
Software shall be available for free downloads as many time as required providing real-time wireless feedback 
on compressions and ventilations 
It shall be able to monitor and connect to get the live feedback from more than 5 individual BLS Torso 
mannequins simultaneously for group training. 
It shall help provide improvement tips based on CPR performance 
Compression depth, rate release, time and chest compression fraction 
Indication of too little, OK or excessive ventilation volumes 

Wireless Student Feedback 
Wireless Student Feedback Software shall also be available for free downloads as many time as required 
providing real-time wireless feedback on comnpressions and ventilations, students can view and monitor their 

own performance for the following points 

Compression Depth and Rate 
Incomplete Release 
Ventilation volume 

It also provides with a summative feedback on the: 

Overall CPR Score 

Improvement suggestions 

CPR duration 

Ine tethered plug and play feedback device shall also be able to provide detailed live feedback on 

compression and ventilation along with assessment and Summative Feedback Mode. 

Manikin should be supplied with Training Mat, 2 Manikin Faces, 2 Airways, 6 manikin wipes, LCD 

Compressions and ventilations Feedback device and User Guide. 
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